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About This Game

Ever wonder what lurks at the bottom of a cup you've left on the side for 3 weeks and haven't washed up yet? What strange
world has evolved and grown in there at that microscopic level?

In this episodic 2D Puzzle-Platformer, you take on brain bending challenges by cloning your Algae and morphing them into new
and exciting tools, all in a bid to escape! With four difficulty levels (including the aptly named 'Impossible' difficulty) master

your skills and free as many Algae as possible.

In Episode 1 experience the microscopic world of the beaker and navigate enemies that will stop at nothing to prevent Algae
from reaching their goal. Subsequent episode will take Algae on bigger journeys and onwards to larger worlds, including bonus

levels and new exciting personalities and skins.

Features:
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 Discover new morphs in every new Episode

 More is better! Clone Algae to solve puzzles

 Morph to move enemies and boulders to hard-to-reach areas

 10 mind-bending puzzles to solve in Episode 1

 More Episodes due out in 2019
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Title: Algae
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Purple Kingdom Games
Publisher:
Purple Kingdom Games
Franchise:
Algae
Release Date: 21 Aug, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2.0Ghz

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Storage: 300 MB available space

English
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time killer
buy on sale pls. Your characters will miss 9 times out of ten, and the enemy will hit 9 times out of ten, even on the tutorial level.
You will get wiped this game is ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ 0/10. Apparantly everyone of your units is so blind they cant hit a GIGANTIC
♥♥♥♥ING TROLL right in ♥♥♥♥ING front of them. Great little puzzle game. Loved the graphics and music - very soothing.
Some levels make you think for a bit but overall not too hard. Ideal for a casual puzzlegamer.. I bought this game for its sport
aspect and just loved it !
I enjoyed looking around to unlock the secret mode, devs it was a good idea !
Soon I will be top 1 !

Keep the good work !
. The game is a lot of trial and error but without any meaningful guidelines for what is good and what is bad, success at any
given time mostly just means luck. Without communicating or fostering an understanding for why we're carrying out various
processes or what the scores and values mean, nothing means anything.

Basically you're going to lose your first 20 games in the first 4 years and not understand why. You'll occassionally get lucky and
get a formula down for having a 4-star batch but as weather patterns shift you'll fall right back into the slump of bankruptcy
after a few years.

Your success and fun in the game rely almost entirely on luck and I can't recommend a game like that.. Great game. The story
isn't bad, it has interesting and original game mechanics, and it's challenging and rewarding. I love it.. Jesus Christ, I'm glad I
only paid a dollar for it.

(SPOILERS)

Seems rushed and there were no animations at all, the devs didn't even bother to show the main monsters.

This game wasn't scary, it was frustrating. Don't bother buying it. This game is hard! It's definitely a fun challenge. If you like
difficult platformers this game is definitely one you should check out. Don't forget to grab a controller. The controls are great,
the graphics are clear and easy to understand, and the difficulty ramps up right as you start to feel like you've got the hang of it.
Be warned, if you fail in front of a friend they're almost guaranteed to make a joke about you were 'Almost There.'. My
experience with this game:

>install the game
>login
>make a character
>there is literally no sound
>uninstall. EZ MI A FASZOM?
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This game doen't have great graphics or presentation, but is worth it for its price and it can run on a potato.. A fun horse riding
game. You can compete in various races and perform care tasks (such as feeding and grooming) to get endurance bonuses for
the riding challenges. It's open world with a "Riding Out" mode where you can just ride around and explore without any set
tasks or anything. You unlock more horses and locations the more missions you do. It's a well-made game; it saves your progress
automatically, the controls are great, and it's not buggy.
In comparison to other horse riding\/care games, the horses are finicky over rough terrain, and the care tasks are given
limitations (such as soft spots on the horse you can't touch in the brushing minigame) to make it fell more like a game than a
chore. All in all, it's non-demanding, fun to play, and really well-made.. An era long forgotten....

GTA 2 was really fun back when it first got released and was amazing for what it had to offer, Great careless driving, shooting,
total disregard for cops.

Graphically this thing has aged and it's amazing this thing runs at all on a modern PC.

Sound engine has aged and is not bad and just as one would remember.

Personally I would love to recommend this game but it's just not worth it, even for the nostalgia effect but the reality is that the
topdown design, lack of controller support, overall age, and the random crashing, I cannot recommend this.

Get this just to add to your collection but never play.. Fun game.

But wished they updated it with more content.. Iraq war simulator. I like how, unlike the first 2 DLC, Hua Mei and Sylphy
acknowledge your presence in this one. This can be good and bad. It's good because you don't feel that you're role-playing as
Hua Mei. You're playing as a competent hero agent. It can be bad because Hua Mei takes a step back, so her originally
rambunctious personality can become a bit muted if storytelling preempts character in favor of plot.

That said, it didn't matter much since this story was laid out in a 24 hour left type of style. So expect a lot of action but not much
characterization. I mean, the other DLC's are laid out like this too, but this one seriously tried to emulate that tone. To the point
where you get into several battles with no after-battle discussion\/gloating. It just kicks you toward the next objective. This
works, for the most part, since you encounter a lot of faceless mobs. But not all of your opponents are faceless. You'll see what I
mean when you face that overpowered elementary schooler.
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